I appreciate the Department's having refrained from comment on the detention of Jacobo Timerman and continue to feel that this is the most prudent course to follow.

Emboffps will again convey to Hector our concern for welfare of Father. Do not believe it would be helpful or perhaps even appropriate for me to approach him at this point. Timerman may be relatively innocent pawn caught in attack on former President Lanusse by latter's enemies, or may be found guilty of economic violations. Intensity of emotions now being stirred up has convinced me we must carefully limit obvious embassy involvement to avoid charges of interference during period when facts of issue are not known.

An expression of hope for the continuation of the publication without difficulties of La Opinion would be more appropriate.
Case Number: 200000044

IF THE PUBLICATION WERE NOT ALREADY IN SUCH FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES THAT EXIMBANK RECENTLY REFUSED TO GUARANTEE A CREDIT TO THE PAPER, ONE LA OPINION WRITER TOLD EMBOFF LAST WEEK THE PAPER'S DAYS WERE NUMBERED.

4. EMBASSY WILL REPORT BY SEPTEL ANY INFORMATION IT IS ABLE TO DEVELOP ON LA OPINION'S FINANCIAL BACKGROUND.
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